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transport difficulties hindered the Russians from relieving
Sebastopol and the Allies from capturing it. The tedium of
the inactive months that followed was relieved by three note-
worthy events. The first was the arrival of a small but well-
found contingent of Piedmontese troops to support the Allies ;
the second was the death of Nicholas I, as much from grief
and disappointment as from disease ; and the third was another
conference of the Powers at Vienna to seek acceptable peace-
terms. The new Czar, alexander II, was ready to agree to all
the demands of the Allies save one—that he should keep no
warships on the Black Sea. The British Government insisted
on this, so the Conference broke down (May 1855). As a
matter of fact, Palmerston was throwing himself into the war
with such zest, and was so confident of beating the Russians,
that it is doubtful if he really entered upon the negotiations
with any very keen desire to come to terms.
Throughout the war Austria and Prussia " sat on the fence."
Both were anxious that the navigation of the Lower Danube
should be freed from Russian control; but when (after the
first three months of the war) the Russians evacuated the
Principalities, neither of the Germanic Powers would back up
the Allies any further. Frederick William was horrified at the
thought of fighting alongside Turkish " unbelievers." As for
Austria, the Czar felt that he had strong claims on Francis
Joseph, after his services at the time of the Hungarian revolt;
but the Emperor dared not go to war with the Western
Powers, particularly in view of the latent hostility of Prussia
towards Austria.
In June (1855) the Allies made an unsuccessful attack on
two Russian redoubts which lay between their trenches and the
city. But the situation of the defenders was fast becoming
desperate, especially after the destruction of their supply-base
at Kertsch. When in August their last sortie was defeated on
the River Tchernaya (mainly by the Piedmontese), the fate of
Sebastopol was sealed. A second attack on the redoubts in
September ended with the French in possession of the Malakoff,

